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DINAIUCS OF COMPLIANCE MECHANISMS IN SCROLL COitl'RESSORS
PART II: RADIAL COMPLIANCE

Jeff J. Nieter
Research Engineer
United Technolog ies Research Center
East Hartford, CT'06108
ABSTRACT

In this paper two radial compliance mechanisms are discussed for the scroll
compresso r: the eccentric bushing and the slider block. These two mechanisms
the orbiting scroll hub with the crank shaft offset. Several referencescouple
have
discussed the eccentric bushing mechanism briefly in the past, while
specifica lly discussed the slider block. This paper will discuss modeling none have
approaches in more detail, and further, will discuss the dynamic characterthese two
these mechanisms and their effect on scroll compressor performance over a istics of
range of
different geometrie s.
NOMENCLATURE

a
b
d
e

Accelerati on
Eccentric ity of eccentric bushing, or slider block offset
Distance along slide block from shaft axis to reaction force
Eccentric ity of orbit for orbiting scroll relative to fixed scroll
F
Force
m
Hass
r
Crank offset in eccentric bushing mechanism, or position vector
T Torque
w Vidth of slider block
~
Included angle at axis £ in eccentric bushing mechanism
"' Phase angle
+ Eccentric bushing tangent angle
~
Friction coefficien t
y Slider block offset angle
yc Included angle at axis c in eccentric bushing mechanism
ym Included angle at axis m in eccentric bushing mechanism
~
Angular speed of crankshaft
a Crank angle
Subscripts
a
bl
cr
ec

Axial component
Slider block
Crank offset
Eccentric bushing
Inertia force
o Reference value
p Pressure force
r
Radial component
s
seal force
sb Scroll bearing hub
Tangentia l component
Superscrip ts
First derivative with respect to time
Second derivative with respect to time
INTRODUCTION

Scroll compressors are quickly gaining
popularity in many applicatio ns due to
their high efficiency , fewer
parts, and low noise and vibration as compared to
competing compressor types.
It is also widely recognized that in order to achieve
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high efficiency with a scroll compressor, some form of compliance mechanism is
Radial compliance is an approach utilized in many scroll compressors;
required.
usually in the form of either an eccentric bushing (also referred to as a swing
link) or a slider block type mechanism which couples the orbiting scroll hub with
Compliance in the radial direction can insure that the
the crank shaft offset.
radial clearances at the flanks of the mating scroll wraps are minimized or
eliminated, thus minimizing leakage across this sealing surface. The actuation of
the orbiting scroll against the fixed scroll to close these radial flank clearances
is shown in Fig. 1. Radial compliance also provides relief of high pressure during
liquid ingestion, accommodates wear of material at the flanks of the fixed and
orbiting scroll wraps, and reduces the effect of some manufacturing tolerances.
Further, it can produce a positive sealing force at the flanks of the mating wraps,
allowing some load to be supported by the wraps instead of it mostly being supported
by the hub bearing. Several references(l-3 ] have discussed the eccentric bushing
type radial compliance mechanism briefly in the past, while none have discussed the
slider block to any extent.

Energized

Unenergized
Figure

Actuation of radial compliance mechanism to minimize flank clearance
ANAL1TICAL MODELING

Geometry
The eccentric bushing type radial compliance mechanism is shown schematically
in Figs. Za and b. In Fig. 2a, the eccentric bushing configuration utilizes a male
orbiter bearing hub. The male bub fits into the journal in the eccentric bushing,
and the eccentric bushing fits into a journal in the crankshaft such that the center
of this journal is offset to affect the crank motion. In Fig. Zb, the eccentric
bushing configuration utilizes a female orbiter hub and journal bearing into which
the eccentric bushing fits. In this case, the eccentric bushing·has a journal in it
to accept the crank post whic:h affects the crank motion. Radial compliance is
accomplished in both of these configuration s by allowing the ecc:entric bushing to
Consequently the orbiter can move in or out
rotate relative to the crankshaft.
radially relative to the crankshaft and fixed scroll. A kinematic model for both of
these configuration s is shown in Fig. 3. The origin of the x and y axes is labeled
f to indic:ate the axis of the fixed scroll and crankshaft. The point labed m
indicates the axis of the moving or orbiting scroll, while the point labeled c
indicates the axis of the crank offset or throw. The crank offset is represented by
r, while e is the eccentricity of orbit, b is the eccentricity of the bushing, and e
is the crank angle. Also labeled in Fig. 3 are the tangent and radial lines to the
orbiting sc:roll at m. Between the tangent line at m and the line passing through
points c and m is the angle referred to as the tangent angle of the eccentric
The performance of an eccentric bushing radial compliance mechanism will
bushing.
be shown to be significantly effected by the tangent angle and the crank offset.
The other type of radial compliance mechanism considered here is the slider
In this mechanism, the radial
block which is shown schematically in Fig. 4.
compliance is achieved simply by allowing the block to slide out so that the
orbiting scroll can maintain contact at the wrap flanks with the fixed scroll. A
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Crankshaft
Orbiting scroll
female hub

X

Eccentric bushing
post
(a) Hale orbite r bearing hub

(b) Female orbite r bearing hub
Figure 2 Eccent ric bushin g type radial compli ance
mechanism

y

y

Figure 3 Kinema tic model of
eccent ric bushin g mechanism

Figure 7 Free body diagram of
eccent ric bushin g mechanism

kinema tic model for this mechanism is shown
in Fig. 5 where e is still the
eccent ricity of orbit, but b is now the offset
of the slider block center line, y is
the offset angle, and 9 is the crank angle. Also
labeled
in Fig. 5 are the tangen t
and radial lines to the orbitin g scroll at m.
The perform ance of the slider block
radial compli ance mechanism will be shown to be
signif icantl y effecte d by the block
offset .
The geome tric relatio nships for the eccent ric
bushin g can be describ ed by the
follow ing with referen ce to Fig. 3:
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Kinemati~
blo~k me~hanism

Figure 5

Figure 4 Slider blo~k type radial
compliance mechanism

Block

m ~i~nterline

model of slider

(3)

(4)

The geometric relationship s for the slider block are simple; the offset angle
is defined by the following with reference to Fig. 5:
sin(y) "

...!z...
e

(5)

The force and moment balances on the orbiting scroll and Oldham coupling are
discussed in References [11 and [3] where it is shown that simultaneou s equations
result and must be solved to obtain the reaction forces at the supports of the
orbiter such as the bearing hub; thrust surface, Oldham keys, and scroll wrap
If a fixed crank configuratio n is considered, it is assumed no contact
flanks.
at the flanks of the scroll wraps and the resulting simultaneou s equations
oc~urs
from the orbiter and Oldham coupling are equal in number to the unknowns. If a
radial compliance mechanism is used, there is conta~t at the wrap flanks and an
additional unknown enters into the simultaneou s equations which is the flank contact
Nov there is one more unknown than equations and an
or sealing force, Fs.
additional force or moment balance equation is required. This additional equation
comes from the analysis of the radial complian~e mechanism.
In Fig. 6, the primary loads on the scroll orbiter are shovn[l,3) along with
the reaction force at the orbier bearing hub, F5 b. The forces acting on the
eccentric bushing mechanism are shown in Fig. 7 and include the reaction between· the
orbiter hub and eccentric bushing, as well as the reactions between the eccentric
bushing and crank offset, the moments due to friction at these bearing surfaces, and
the inertia force of the eccentric bushing. The summation of moments about c for
this mechanism yields the following equation:

(6)
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Figure 6 Forces acting on typical scroll orbiter
where

F

iec

, m

e

ec ec

,}

Equation (6) is the addition al equation needed to include with the
simultane ous
equations generated from force and moment balances on the orbiter
and Oldham
coupling .
The forces acting on the slider block mechanism are shown in
the free body
diagram of Fig. 8 and include the reactions between the orbiter
reaction between the slider block and crank, the moment due hub and block, the
to
friction
at the
orbiter bearing hub, and the inertia force of the slider block.
The summation of

X

wbl

'·
~
m .){; 2
·Fsbr
Figure 8 Free body diagram of slider block mechanism
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forces and moments for this mechanism yield the following equations:
-Fsbt - Piblsin(~l)
Ublsin(y) + COS(T)

(7)

(8)

(9)

Cbl •

ub 1cos(y) - sin(y)
Ublsin(y) + COS(T)

(10)

In this case, Eq. (9) is the equation needed to combine with the simultaneous
equations to make the number of equations equal the number of unknowns and allow the
reactions to be solved for the scroll orbiter, Oldham coupling, and slider block.
Actuation
The ability of these mechanisms to actuate and maintain the sealing contact
between the wrap flanks of the orbiter and fixed scroll can be evaluated by deriving
the radial acceleration of the orbiter for that instant in time when the wrap flanks
are not in contact (due, for example, to wrap profile imperfections). In deriving
the equations of motion for either mechanism, it is assumed that all linkages are
rigid, and position vectors are used to define the motion of each component.
The dynamics of the eccentric bushing mechanism can be described by first
defining the position vectors of points c and m as follows (referring to Pig. 3):
Ec_

~

r[

cos(9+B)~-

sin(9+B)i I

(11)

(12)

where ! and 1 represent unit vectors in the x and y directions, respectively.
These are differentiated twice with respect to time to get the accelerations, and
then the following assumptions are made: (i) steady-state compressor operation so
that w can be considered constant, and (ii) consider the instant at which the wraps
separate and lose contact so that Band Tc can be considered constant since at the
instant contact is lost no motion has yet occurred and just the angular acceleration
Yith these assumptions, the following equations result for the
yc. is present.
of the orbiter when using an eccentric bushing:
acceleration
actuating

Equation (13) represents the acceleration of the orbiter, in terms of x and y
components, at the instant the wraps lose contact with the mating fixed scroll. In
terms of radial and tangential components, this becomes:
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(14)

(15)
From these equations it is clear that besides the centripetal acceleration component

~2 e in the radial direction, there is a radial and tangential component due to the

angular acceleration Tc of the eccentric busbin~ about the c axis. This angular
acceleration is an unknown value which must be determined in order to evaluate how
well the eccentric bushing mechanism will operate. Thus, this angular acceleration
must be incorporated into the equations of equilibrium for the scroll orbiter and
eccentric bushing.
Equations (14) and (15) are incorporated into the previous
simultaneous force and moment equations using d'Alemberts principle by retaining
the previous centrifugal inertia forces and adding the inertia forces due to the
unknown angular acceleration of the eccentric bushing Tc as well as setting Fs-0
since there is now no reaction support for the orbiter at the wrap flanks. In
making these additions, Eq. (6) becomes
(16)

mec e ec ( eec. - e c.os("'ec -13)
b cos(+>
Tsb
cec2 • -

+

Tee

(17)

+ Fiecr sin("'ec-13)
b cos(+)

(18)

The same procedure is followed to obtain the acceleration of the orbiter with
the slider block mechanism.
Referring back to Fig. S, the following equations
result for the slider block if the same steps are taken as described above for the
eccentric bushing.

E, •

b[

cos(9+13l! - sin(9+13)1 I
~

c sin( 13)

amt •

c cos( 13)

amr

+

c( sin(9+13>!
2

- "'e

+

cos(9+13)1 1

(19)

(20)
(21)

As with the eccentric bushing, the accelerations just defined for the slider block
Eqs. (20) and (21), are incorporated into the previous simultaneous force and momen~
equations using d'Alemberts principle. From these changes Eq. (9) nov becomes
(22)

(23)

(24)
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DINAKIC CIWIAC'rERISTICS

The above described equations were used to analyze the forces and actuating
acceleration in a prototype scroll compressor for both the eccentric bushing and
slider block mechanisms. Starting with the eccentric bushing, the tangent angle +
is varied with the crank offset kept constant in Figs. 9 and 10. The total average
sealing force between the wraps is plotted in Fig. 9, along with the average radial
acceleration which vill actuate the orbiting scroll to move radially outward. In
Fig. 10, the total average sealing force is plotted with the average bearing loads
reacted by the scroll bearing hub and upper crankshaft bearing. It is clear from
Fig. 9 that maximum values for sealing force and radial actuating acceleration exist
for the eccentric bushing. The maximum of each do not coincide, however the maximum
radial acceleration does occur at a tangent angle which has a reasonably large
sealing force. In Fig. 10 it is clear that some sensitivity of the bearing loads to
+occurs with the maximum values coinciding vith the maximum sealing force.
The crank offset r is varied in Figs. 11 and 12 as a ratio referenced to a base
The variables plotted in Figs. 11 and 12 are the same as in Figs. 9 and 10
value.
and show that as the crank offset is increased, the sealing force, actuating
acceleration, and bearing loads also increase.
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Figure 11 Effect of crank offset on seal force and actuatin
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Figure 12 Effect of crank offset on seal force and bearing
reaction s
In Figs. 13 and 14, ~esults for the slide~ block mechanis
m are shovn in ~hich
the offset angle is varied. In Fig. 13, the total average
sealing force bet~een the
wraps is plotted along with the average radial accelera tion
which will actuate the
orbiting scroll to move radially outward. In Fig. 14,
the total average sealing
force is plotted along with the average bearing loads reacted
slider block/cr ank interfac e, and by the upper cranksh by the scroll hub, the
aft bearing. Again, the
radial accelera tion which will actuate the orbiter is calculat
ed for the conditio n
when the orbiting scroll wraps have instanta neously separate
scroll wraps such that no radial motion of the orbiter hasd from the mating' fixed
Fig. 13, it is again clear that a maximum value exists for yet taken place. From
the radial accelera tion
of the orbiter.
As with the tangent angle for the eccentr ic bushing, an offset
angle exists for the slider block where the radial accelera
tion is maximum and at
which there is a large sealing force.
Also, as vas seen in Fig. 10 for the
eccentri c bushing, the bearing loads in Fig. 14 increase
as the sealing force
increase s.
It should be noted that the maximum accelera tion in Fig.
13 is much
higher than the maximum in Fig. 9 for the eccentr
ic bushing, and similar ily the
sealing force at the maximum accelera tion is much higher
for the slider block than
for the eccentr ic bushing.
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CONCLUSIONS
Two major conclusions can be drawn from these results:
(1) The operation, in terms of reaction forces and actuating acceleration, of an
eccentric bushing or slider block radial compliance mechanism is very sensitive to
Consequently, the analytical tool described herein is quite useful for
geometry.
determining the most effective radial compliance mechanism.
(2) Within reasonable space limitations, the slider block mechanism can be designed
to provide greater sealing force and actuating acceleration than the eccentric
bushing.
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